
Keep your business moving.
The speed at which you get things done is critical to

business today. That includes the speed at which

manager can make decisions to resolve business

exceptions, review documents such as purchase

orders, and perform other tasks essential to keeping

your business and supply chain flowing smoothly—free

of bottlenecks. Trouble is, when managers are on the

road or in meetings, approvals get delayed, problems

go unresolved, bottlenecks happen, and business

slows. You need a solution that lets managers keep the

business flowing smoothly when they are away from

their desks, out of the office, or on assignment halfway

around the world.

Build a more responsive
enterprise.
Infor™ Motion ActivityDeck is a multi-platform

management console that changes the way business

gets done today. By tapping into back-office systems

via our innovative ION platform, Motion ActivityDeck

presents a manager’s critical tasks and alerts real time

in a well-organized, multi-column format that makes it

easy to approve pending requests. Best of all, the

console adapts for easy readability and quick action on

a laptop or other device—our Infor Motion platform

enables smartphone and tablet access—so managers

have the information to make fast decisions no matter

where they are or which device they have handy.

Even with its speed, portability, and ease of use, Motion

ActivityDeck goes deep. A manager can quickly drill

down to find the origin of the alert or pending request

because Motion ActivityDeck builds the to-do list from

the back-office systems where they originate—ERP,

EAM, CRM, or SCM system, for example.

For example, a manager with an airport layover can

click on a request to approve a $35,000 purchase

order and see the actual PO in the ERP system. If the

manager approves the PO, ActivityDeck automatically

updates the ERP system record. The team member

who made the request is notified, too, and the PO goes

out within minutes of the initial request.

With Motion ActivityDeck, you’ll be able to:

•    Get alerts wherever you are. When events occur
outside your business rules, the appropriate
manager knows about it instantly because Motion
ActivityDeck deploys alerts across the ideal
medium—mobile devices.

•    Filter information the way you want it. Your
managers can use the display columns to filter
information based on escalated tasks, high priority,
or oldest pending tasks. Also, built-in search
capabilities make it easy to find critical
information quickly.

Infor Motion ActivityDeck

Put the back office in your back

pocket with Infor Motion ActivityDeck.



Join an experienced partner.
Infor brings decades of industry-specific experience to

software solutions that serve thousands of businesses like

yours. We’ve drawn on that experience to develop our

ION technology, a powerful combination of elements that

seamlessly connect Infor and non-Infor business systems

while adding contextual intelligence, mobile access, and

the convenience of the cloud. Because our mobile

services are provisioned through the cloud, you don’t

have to deal with issues like app provisioning and device

management. Cloud-based Infor Motion technology takes

care of that.

While ION creates tasks and alerts from the originating

business systems, another Infor tool, ION Pulse, publishes

those tasks and alerts to ActivityDeck and other Infor

applications. This Infor technology gives new meaning to

the phrase “real-time information” by accessing relevant

data while it is created and presenting it to you in multiple

avenues of consumption, including mobile devices.

See results as they happen.
Travel and day-long meetings no longer mean being away

from the information managers need to do their jobs. With

Motion ActivityDeck and other apps driven by Infor ION

Pulse, you’ll discover a whole world of business process

improvement opportunities, which can yield major

improvements in the way you do business. By letting you

view transactional details of your business in familiar,

actionable form as they happen, you’ll keep your fingers

on the pulse of your business no matter where you go.

And you’ll be better prepared to take the informed actions

required to keep your company on the path of 

operational excellence.
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About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn
more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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